Engineering

Punches / Protractors / Tweezers

Nail Punches

Designed to drive nail heads below the surface of wood
or plasterboard, these punches have knurled shafts and a
square head to prevent rolling. Made from hardened and
tempered steel, the slightly cupped heads help to improve
contact with the nail head while
driving it below surface level.
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Depth Gauge with Protractor

A versatile tool that allows the angle and depth to be
measured simultaneously. The protractor features deep etched
graduations 0 - 180º in opposite directions permitting the
reading of both the direct and supplement angles. The rule is
graduated in both imperial and metric dimensions up to 150mm
(6in) and a knurled thumb-nut allows the rule to be locked at the
chosen angle.

Blade Length: 150mm (6in)
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Centre Punches

Centre Punch with a square head which provides a larger
striking area and prevents the punch rolling when laid on
the bench. Carefully hardened and
tempered and with a
90º ground point.

Graduations: 0.5mm or 1⁄64 in

FAIGAUGEDEPT
£12.13 Ex VAT £14.56 Inc VAT

Multi Purpose Angle
Protractor

Made from stainless steel this useful multi purpose 100mm
measure functions as a protractor, a square, a centre finder,
a circle divider and a drill point gauge.

Blade Length: 100mm
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Automatic Centre Punch

The automatic centre punch conveniently fits into a pocket like
a pen. It enables the user to make a wide range of graduated
markings from light indents to heavy punching without using
a hammer. It is designed to release a punch when the head
is depressed.
Pin: 25mm (1in)
5lb to 30lb adjustable Tip dia: 4mm
strike force by rotating
the knurled head.

Length: 130mm (5in)

FAICPAUTO
£10.57 Ex VAT
£12.68 Inc VAT

FAIGAUGEMULT
£13.25 Ex VAT £15.90 Inc VAT

Tweezer Set

Ideal for picking up objects too
small to be easily handled and
when small objects need to be
manipulated. Set comprising
of one each of the listed
stainless steel
tweezers.
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PIECE SET

113mm long straight jaw
115mm curved jaw
115mm spade jaw
120mm self closing jaw.

FAITWSET4
£9.31 Ex VAT
£11.17 Inc VAT
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